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Abstract  

 

 This Application  is related to cars. Where user can browse through the app and get all the required 

information. This app will be offline. This app is different from others as it is a offline app. As you can see 

there are many car apps in the market. But they are buying and selling car apps. There is no proper offline 

app which gives you the knowledge of the car. 

 

IndexTerms – Application,Offline, 

 INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Introducing SpeakBuggy 

 

India’s first ever car viewing system. It's thorough It's scientific. Facts, not 

opinion! 

 

Highlights of the SpeakBuggy 

 
Buying a car often involves a lot of research. You read reviews, ask friends for advice, and 

get doubts answered by the agent among others things before making a decision. While all 

of these steps are essential, it is not a sure way to get the best, which you rightly deserve. 

We at SpeakBuggy want to make this decision-making process easy and fast for you by 

giving you India's only scientific car detail. This finds the most relevant aspects for you.  

For the first time in India. We also ensure that, These research helped us acquire lots of 

scientific data and readings regarding various aspects. 
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Our SpeakBuggy app (available on iOS and Android) can churn out specific details at your 

fingertips. You can easily find in-depth car specification, pictures as well as reviews to help 

you narrow down your choice.  

 

 PROPOSED ENHANCEMENT 
 

This app will not consist the login/signup page so the user can directly access. This app 

will contain one review box where the user can share ideas, ask query, and interact with other 

and share the information. This will help other to gain and get the needed knowledge. Its easy 

to use user friendly, user will have fun while using it. As its simple and basic yet informative 

app.   

 

 

 Problem Statement 

 
As we know there are plenty of apps available in the market. But when you see the apps you 

will see that the app contain are related to buying/selling and others are related to see the 

vehicle and search there online price in different states. So as we observed  people need 

some application in which they can view the vehicle and get the info without actually 

making any account on it like login/signup. And get the complete knowledge of the car. 

Where the user  can get the complete feel of interior and exterior. As, you can there are some 

app in the playstore which gives wrong information about the contain. And also we are 

trying to make the app offline and user friendly. 

 

And also thinking to make one section of review.  So the user can share the idea or give or 

take some info with other user of the app.   

 
 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Now a days people don’t visit car store to get the information about the car. So many of them 

refuse to buy cars. As by creating this app many of them will get the car information there 

specs, features, price, photos of the car. So the user could get a rough idea about the cars so it 

will create some interest and tempt or lead to visit the showroom of the car onces. It will 
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generate some hype and in the review box they will ask question and get answers there. Its 

easy how people can view and get information of the vehicle just by one click sitting at home. 

The car App is created a revolution made a big change. As it helps the people of the 

showroom  as many people just come and visit just to know the specs and price of the vehicle 

as they really don’t buy it. So the app made there work easy and troublefree.  

 

 

 

 METHODLOGY 
 

The app is simple and easy to handle. The user will get understand how to use the 

app with the instruction. Fisrt the page will apper where the name, logo and the 

slogan of the app will be seen. moving onto the second page the second page will 

contain the search bar. Also you can find the cars easily we have sorted it out in the 

easiest way. User can select or view by the brand or model. The app page will also 

contain the review box and many more features like help, profile, contact us etc. 

 

As we are doing this project. We are working on the software called android studio 

IDE(integrated development environment) its basically a great platform for the developers 

to built a high integrated application. 

 

As it contains many features as my app will consist of the features like Slash screen, 

gridview, intent, intentfilter, listview and manymore. Its a app where we can 

implement our ideas and can make or create a application according to it as many 

users faces many problems so we can find solution on it and make a better life. 

 

DESIGN 

 
 SpeakBuggy Cars24 cardekho 

online    

Buying/selling    

Review    

Comparsion    

price    
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RESULT 
 

User all together will have a different experience. The app will be loved by everyone. 

Easy to access to all age groups. It will surely gain the user knowledge about the cars 

and gain a interest in this sector.  

 

 

 CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, I have design and implemented a car review app system. In this the 

user can easily access the data and clear out all there queries. One of the good thing 

about this app is its offline so viewer can access anywhere, anytime. Available in 

both android and ios. Easy to use no need of login or signup. User friendly created by 

keeping the users need to the app and for all age group. 
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 DESIGN 

 
A rough representation of the app workflow. 
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